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This two-and-a-half-hour interactive training
session is for people responsible for the
development of meaningful outcomes within
the framework of person centered thinking and
planning.
We define outcomes as achievements of what is
most important to the person in ways that work
for them, and build upon their strengths. This fun,
interactive training session will help you and your
organization understand how to leverage person
centered outcomes within your person centered
planning framework. You'll also learn best practices
on how to organize information and how these
outcomes can lead to lives that are desired by the
people we support.
Throughout this transformational training, our
skilled trainers constantly focus on hopes and
dreams while asking, "What more is possible?"

SPECIFIC TRAINING FOCUS TOPICS
Personal outcomes: We believe the best way
to understand outcomes is to look inward. We
start there with an exercise digging into our own
personal outcomes.
Rules and Regulations: We help you navigate the
complex world of outcomes within the local and
national legal framework.

"Person Centered Outcomes training has helped
me not only feel confident in helping the people
I support get their goals on paper, but it has also
helped improve my skills to increase the quality
of the outcomes I write."
- Support Manager
Supports vs. Outcomes: These phrases describe
similar but different approaches to person
centered training. We'll compare, contrast and help
you learn to articulate these to others.
Exploring Desired Outcomes: We'll discuss how
to discover and build upon desired outcomes from
people we support, and how to build those into a
person centered plan.
Goal Planning: The training finishes with a deepdive into cutting-edge tools for goal planning
and how that gets factored into building person
centered outcomes.

ABOUT US
For 30 years, we've helped people and
organizations reach their hopes and dreams and
take steps towards person centered practices. Our
team is certified in their fields and are passionate
about this transformative work.

Want to learn more? Contact a Mains’l Navigator
today at mainsl.com or call 763-494-4553.

